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Those whose restless minds study the world’s structure, 
Search for beginning of things…
Should inquire into the origin of magnet.

(Claudianus, 29(48), Magnet, 1--4)
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60 year old problem



Theory of grain alignment is required to both quantitatively 
model polarization and interpret the observations



This presentation describes the current state of grain 
alignment theory and its implications

Motivation

Modern theory

Implications

Problem of grain alignment

Helicity of irregular grains

Relating polarization and B



Polarization from aligned dust allows us to trace 
magnetic fields if we understand grain alignment

Example: Polarization in molecular clouds

Examples of objects to study: diffuse and molecular clouds, circumstellar regions, 
accretion disks, HII regions, interplanetary medium.

Dotson et al. 00

Mechanism of polarization



We need theory to interpret polarization  in terms of B!

Rao et  al. 98

Grain alignment has been enigmatic for 60 years! 
L. Spitzer wanted us to have the theory.

How deep into cloud we 
sample aligned grains?

Does magnetic field 
changes direction?

Questions:

Grains may not be 
aligned and alignment 
may be  ⊥ or // to B



Grains get aligned with rotation axis parallel to B 
(grain 1) (Davis & Greenstein 51)

B

Davis-Greenstein
mechanism

1

2

Requirements of DG: both tDG must be less than tgas and ω>> ωth dust

The textbook solution, namely, paramagnetic 
alignment is inefficient for typical ISM grains

For ISM:

tDG>tgas for paramagnetic grains



Purcell 79: Barnett relaxation happens in a year.
Lazarian & Draine 99: Nuclear relaxation happens in a few minutes!

Alignment of J with grain axes happens due to 
the internal relaxation of energy

a1

a2

J

a3

Barnet effect is magnetization of rotating body. 
New effect discovered by Purcell 1979: when 
body wobbles, Barnett effect induced effective 
relaxation, which aligns J and a1.



Missing dynamics: grains thermally wobble and 
flip due to coupling via internal relaxation

a1

a2

J

a3

If 
grain flips Lazarian 94 and Lazarian & 

Roberge 97 showed that grain 
wobble thermally:

where

Rate of flipping by Lazarian & Draine 99 is 

Nuclear relaxation is the most important.



Red killer of DG: grain flipping thermally traps 
grains, decreasing the degree of alignment

During a flip the direction 
of torques reverses. 
Grains less than ac=10-4

cm rotate thermally.
ac  is determined by 

nuclear relaxation

Lazarian & Draine 99: Flipping kills Purcell’s uncompensated torques, grains get thermal rotation 
and the degree of DG alignment is low even for superparamagnetic grains.  



New mechanism: radiative torques may align  
“twisted grains” but …

Bradley et al. 95

Irregular 
ISM grain Dolginov & Mytrophanov 76 considered 

difference in scattering of left and right  circular 
polarized photons by “twisted grain” and 
discovered radiative torque (RAT) alignment.

Problems: oblate and prolate grains align oppositely (corrected in Lazarian 95),
wavelength dependence is incorrect (corrected in Lazarian & Hoang 07),
analytical calculations are incorrect (shown in Hoang & Lazarian 08).

Mechanism was ignored for 20 years!



Draine & Weingrartner 97

Problem: Alignment torques 
are not universal. How can 
universal  alignment exist?

Angle between B 
and light direction

Numerical calculations: high amplitudes of 
radiative torques (RATs), but few predictions

Draine & Weingartner 96: DDSCAT calculations of RATs 
and conjecture of RAT importance.
Fallacy in literature: RATs act like Purcell’s torque to spin 
up grains, while DG aligns grains

Draine & Weingartner 97: RATs can align on their own, 
but no quantitative predictions of alignment degree

How many shapes should be studied at different wavelengths to predict the alignment?

Numerical results: RATs change from grain to grain, 
from frequency to frequency. Even the direction of 
alignment changes.



Our goal is to formulate analytical predictive theory of 
radiative torque alignment

Based on 6 papers: 
Lazarian & Hoang 
07ab, 08; Hoang & 
Lazarian 08abc
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simple model for a helical grain

Lazarian & Hoang 07
Only projections Qe1 and Qe2 matter, 
Qe3 causes  grain precession only. 

a is grain axis
k is light direction

Reference frame for Qe1 and Qe2 
calculations:

mirror

Analytical model (AMO) provides quantitative 
insight into RAT alignment

Simple analytical expressions are available for AMO’s torques in geometric optics approximation. 



Right helicity Left helicity

Right helicity

Left helicity

f and g are  nearly 
constant functions

Left helicity
Right helicity

Turn of mirror in AMO by 
900 changes helicity

AMO AMO

mirror  normal 
vectors

Grains being left- and right- handed and this 
induces large differences in torques

Lazarian & Hoang 07



AMO

Lazarian & Hoang 07

The functional forms of Qe1 
and Qe2 of irregular grains are 
similar to AMO. The ratio of 
Qe1

max/Qe2
max changes from 

grain to grain.

comparison for Qe2

AMO represents RATs of irregular grains 
very well!



Draine & Weingrartner 97

crossovers

New effect: RATs can stop grain rotation! 
Detailed treatment of crossovers confirms this

Dynamics of crossovers

Lazarian & Hoang 07Draine & Weingartner 97 assumed that J flips 
during crossovers, which contradicts to the 
modeling of crossovers in Spitzer & McGlynn 79, 
Lazarian & Draine 97, and Lazarian & Hoang 07

Cyclic phase trajectories above are artifacts of 
incorrect treatment of crossovers.

is angle between magnetic 
field and radiation

is angle between a 
and magnetic field

k

B

aLazarian & Hoang 07

No cyclic phase trajectories exist



AMO predicts when RATs only stop grain 
grains and when they also spin grains up

Angle between k and B

RATs can only impede grain rotation

For some angles and  
Qe1

max/Qe2
max ratio radiation 

can also spin up grains

Lazarian & Hoang 07



Both gaseous collisions and superparamagnetic 
inclusions may increase the degree of alignment

Lazarian & Hoang 08

Superparamagnetic inclusions can 
induce fast grain rotation!

No inclusions, no 
attractor point

Inclusions induce 
attractor point

Predictions for strong RATs:

100% alignment when high-J and 
low J attractor points coexist

40% alignment or less when only 
low-J attractor points exist
100% for superparamagnetic 
grains

What is “strong” depends on the angle 
between k and B (predicted).



No wobbling:
“wrong alignment”

“wrong” alignment for a 
narrow range of angles

Thermal wobbling kills “wrong” alignment, 
namely, alignment with long axes parallel to B 

Suppression of
“wrong alignment”

by wobbling

Hoang & Lazarian 08

Wobbling of grains results in Jlower=Jthermal. Such rotation was first reported in numerics by 
Weingartner & Draine 03, but mistaken for a modification of cyclic maps by thermal fluctuations. 
In fact, this process is lifting of zero-J attractor point.

In addition:

Makes interpretation of polarimetry reliable.



Quantitative modeling of polarization base on the alignment 
theory is only starting. Testing with observations is essential.



RATs 
increase 
with aeff

Lazarian & Hoang 07
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L43 starless dark core

Simulated cloud 

RATs align grains in starless cores as grain 
sizes increase there and so do RATs 

Ward-Thompson et al. 00

Bethell et al. 07

As  grains grow in size even attenuated outside radiation 
aligns grains in cores (Cho & Lazarian  05). Further 
modeling is in Pelkonen et al. 07 and Bethell et al. 07. 

Av=10



Simple model of  a 
T-Tauri disk

Polarization of T-Tauri disks is predicted to vary 
with wavelength, probing B in disk interior 

Magnetic fields can be studied with aligned grains beyond ISM.

These are first 
attempts: RATs 
treatment can be 
further improved.

Cho & Lazarian 07

Polarization 
spectrum allows 
studing 
magnetic fields 
at surface and 
interior 
separately

Polarization 
degree

Polarized 
intensity

Predictions for RAT alignment for T-Tauri disks



Molecular cloud interface

AV =0

AV =3
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Change of polarization with optical depth is 
consistent with the RAT predictions

Future observations should determine whether 
superparamagnetic inclusions are necessary.

Hoang & Lazarian 08

Whittet et al. 08 data

70%

40%

20%



Falceta-Goncalvez, Lazarian & Kowal 08

Next stage is to include detailed alignment 
prescriptions in simulated polarization maps

How does C-F technique of 
finding magnetic field 
intensities is affected by 
incomplete alignment?



• AMO provides testable predictions for RAT 
alignment.

• The theory can guide magnetic field studies in  
environments different from ISM.

• Polarization spectra allow tomography of 
magnetic fields.

In summary, grain helicity is the key for efficient alignment. 
Helicity of irregular grains  is well described  by AMO.

B

Davis-Greenstein
mechanism

1

2

Change in alignment paradigm:

RAT alignment
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Resonance Relaxation 
process can align PAHs

The degree of alignment of 
thermally rotating grains 
scales as a-1 and dominates 
for a<10-6cm.

Constraining magnetic intensity: alignment ~ B2, which provides upper limits to galactic 
magnetic field strength as UV polarimetry shows that  3x10-6cm are poorly aligned

Paramagnetic alignment is insignificant for 
typical ISM grains if they rotate thermally

Lazarian & Draine 00

PAHs according to Draine &
Lazarian 98 provide “spinning 
dust” foreground component.



Parameter space over which dipole radiation fieds components 
induce fast rotation is larger than for a point source 



DM76 does not reproduce torques correctly


